LabConnection On DVD For Linux+ Guide To Linux Certification
With powerful computer-based exercises, lab simulations and in-depth remediation capabilities, LabConnection provides a uniquely integrated supplement to hands-on networking courses, and can be used both as a virtual lab and homework assignment tool. LabConnection supports Cengage Learning's LINUX+ GUIDE TO LINUX CERTIFICATION, 3RD EDITION and offers remediation to the text. LabConnection, by dti Publishing, is a system that enables exercises and labs to be embedded within the curriculum and instruction. The system is designed for instructor led learning, but can also be built into a distance learning course. A one-time internet access code is required to unlock the product and to modify the security settings. You will need internet access to unlock the product each time you launch the DVD on a new computer. The DVD does not require internet access after initial activation. DVD access expires one year after initial activation. LabConnection is also available as online and institutional versions, with full learning management capabilities.
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Way below expectation.....more of a high sounding nothing. A complete waste of investment.
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